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Tim Cook’s recipe for ‘data apple pie’ …    
rights + tools

― Tim Cook, Apple CEO, in Time Magazine, January 16, 2019

‘... laws alone aren’t enough to ensure that individuals can 
make use of their privacy rights. We also need to give people 
tools that they can use to take action.’

1. The right to have personal data minimised

2. The right to knowledge

3. The right to access

4. The right to data security

http://time.com/collection-post/5502591/tim-cook-data-privacy/


factors bringing energy data 
rights to the fore6

2M+ solar homes; 
2M+ more on way

Power bills up
 2x in a decade

Power of Choice/ smart 
meters failing 

Rise of DER is 
impacting grids

Growing focus on 
CDR globally

Consumer-side 
EnergyTech is here
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So how do 
we create 
trust for 
consumers 
to willingly 
share data?
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Flip the conversation to unlock data benefits

FROM ⇒ PROTECT MY PRIVACY
● A utility or ‘the system’ is holding my data
● I need to get access, and 
● Protect my rights to privacy and security

TO ⇒ SHARE COLLECTIVE VALUE

● I own and control my data
● It has value to me and others, and 
● I can choose to share my data and get rewarded for 

doing so
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➔ Consumers own their energy data - this is non-negotiable 
and often demanded by consumers

➔ They must have the rights and tools to access it, use it and 
choose who else, if anyone, can get access to it or use it

➔ Where data has value to the energy system/markets/public, 
third-party access and value-adding will require:

◆ Clear overarching T&Cs to be pre-agreed
◆ Specific consumer authorisations to vary
◆ Privacy/security maintained as default

➔ If $ value is created from data, benefits must be shared 
transparently and fairly with the owners (i.e. consumers)

Energy-Specific Principles
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A lot more data is coming
EXAMPLE: 
A standard smart meter reports 48 data 
measurements per day. A Wattwatchers 
device running at full tilt can deliver over 
100,000 data measurements to the cloud 
each day.

7

➔ Without access and trust, privacy and security will 
restrict the value of energy data for everyone

➔ CDR gets us started for regulated data, but we need to 
head off new data ‘walled gardens’ &. no ‘Google or 
Facebook of energy data’ (but an ‘Energy App Store’ is 
OK)

➔ Data from consumer-owned energy infrastructure - like 
smart devices, inverters, chargers, sensors - offers a 
major ‘digital dividend’ for energy transition

➔ We just have to get this right!

Privacy Lockdown or Digital Dividend?
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‘The information technology revolution was not 
brought about only by the miniaturization of 
technologies. This was a transition from a 
supplier-centric, centralized information model to 
a user-centric, participatory information model.’

― Tony Seba, Clean Disruption of Energy and 
Transportation: How Silicon Valley Will Make Oil, 
Nuclear, Natural Gas, Coal, Electric Utilities and 
Conventional Cars Obsolete by 2030

Now for the intelligent energy revolution …

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/42098077
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/42098077
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/42098077
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/42098077
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